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Hello everyone. 

We're a few short weeks away from Christmas now. For me the craft sale 
season has now ended. Sold a few knives and got some orders for a few 
more. I met many people who had an interest in how knives are made and 
had a lot of very good questions thrown at me. As members of the 
association I feel that part of our mission is to educate people on the finer 
points of knife making and how to take proper care of cutlery.

As was mentioned in a previous newsletter, this is the last year for me as 
president. So if anyone is interested in stepping up, feel free. The elections 
will be held at the annual general meeting in Kamloops next spring.

I wish you all a Merry Christmas and a Happy New year.

Keep grinding,

Gerry
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  Member Profile:  Dana Hackney 

Hackney Knives

Naples, ID

danahackneyknives@gmail.com
 

I guess you could say that I grew up with an appreciation
for a good knife.  Participating  in the Cub Scouts, Boy
Scouts, and Explorer Scouts, I became an avid lover of the
outdoors. 

 
Over the years, my appreciation of a good, quality knife
grew, after field dressing many an animal.   However, one
incident, in particular, motivated me to take up the knife-
making craft. In the late 70’s, while field dressing an elk on top of Mineral Mountain in the San Juans of Colorado, I broke 
the tip of my favortite Puma Model 6396 bowie.  I said to myself, “Self, there’s got to be a way to make a better knife!”

 
It wasn’t until some 30 years later, after much prompting from my daughters, that I pursued the craft of knife making.  To 
finance the necessary machinery and tools for this purpose, I sold my prized Honda Valkyrie motorcycle.  Having no idea of 
how to go about making a knife, I searched the internet for local blademith instructors in the front range of Colorado.  

 
I was able to find a maker by the name of Steve Rollert of Keensburg, Colorado, some 40 miles northeast of Denver.  Steve
was not only an accomplished blacksmith/bladesmith, but an excellent instructor and fine human being.  I learned much and
it wasn’t long until I had joined the Montana Knifemakers Association on one of our trips to the northwest.

 
It was during my first MKA show that I met a big, friendly, cowboy, ABS Mastersmith, by the name of Ed Caffrey.  As Ed 
taught bladesmithing classes, I was fortunate to be able to take multiple classes from him.

 
 At that same MKA show, I also met Bruce Bump, another very accomplished ABS Mastersmith, who opened the doors of 
his shop to me, where he and I spent many hours together, and with his tutoring, I was able to hone my skill. It was at Ed 
and Bruce’s urging that I joined the American Bladesmith Society. 

 
After a few years with their guidance,  and a lot of hard work, I passed the necessary requirements and received my ABS 
Journeyman Smith rating in 2012. Without the mentoring of these two dear friends,  it would have taken me a lifetime to 
accumulate the skills and the knowledge necessary to attain this JS rating. 

 
 Ed introduced me to Steve Kelley, a premier folder maker in the knife making community, who also graciously offered his 
critique and shared his knifemaking skills with me.   My first hammer-in was at Steve Kelley’s in Big Fork, Montana, where I 

met Jim and Bev Clow of Tilley, Alberta.  It was through their 
many kind and generous offerings, which included numerous
invitations to their amazing knifemaking facility, and multiple 
hammer-ins, that I met several dear knifemaker friends from 
the North Country, most of whom are members of the 
WCKA.

 
I enjoy making knives of all sorts, which include hand forged 
carbon steel and damascus knives -- bowies being my 
favorite. I also use stainless steel for kitchen cutlery and 
various outdoor knives.  My favorite handle materials include 
stag and stabilized woods -- fiddleback or curly maple being 
my most favorite.

 
We moved to north Idaho, just south of Bonners Ferry, after 
retiring out of Colorado almost three years ago.  We look 
forward to spending a lot more time with our Canadian knife 
making family,.....eh! :-)

mailto:danahackneyknives@gmail.com


A Short History of the Bowie Knife
By Chris Kluftinger

I have always been fascinated with everything historical and when Bob Patrick gave me a
stack of magazines about Bowie knives and their development I started to take an active interest in the
history of this type of knife. I have made several Bowies of my own, but all my designs have been
based on the most commonly recognizable shape: a big knife with a clipped point, false edge and
prominent guard. Now I am inclined to “rethink” my Bowies and start from scratch…

James Bowie (pronounced “boo-ee”) was born in 1796, in Logan
County, Kentucky. His father, Rezin (pronounced “reason”)moved
the family at the turn of the century to Louisiana, into the French
speaking  Avoyelles  area.  James  was  a  ruffian,  a  rogue  and  a
scrapper. He was fast with a gun and fast with his fists; young
James was infamous as a fighter and womanizer. Never married,
and  always  unsettled,  James  was  the  New  World’s  equivalent
romantic ideal of the medieval knight. Honor above all, even if it
meant defending it to the death. James older brother Rezin Jr must
have  regarded  his  younger  sibling  with  some  concern;  he,  a
respectable  land  agent,  and  his  brother  a  reckless,  brash,  and
undomesticated wild man. It was Rezin who, either with his own
hands,  or  as  a  commission,  fabricated  the  first  of  the  famous
Bowie knives – by his own description: “The first Bowie Knife

was made by myself in the parish of Avoyelles, in this state, as a hunting knife, for which purpose,
exclusively, it was used for many years. The length of the blade was 9 ¼ inches, its width 1 ½ inches,
single edged and blade not curved…” James Bowie had gotten himself  into a fight with “certain
individuals with whom he was at variance”, and had been shot at. Rezin, concerned for his brother’s
safety, gave him said knife as a defensive weapon, which James was only too eager to use – both
defensively and otherwise…

In 1827 an incident involving some twelve gentlemen of varying backgrounds – a dentist, a
sheriff, two doctors, two military officers and plantation owners and their “seconds”, and of course
our hero, James Bowie, would be enshrined in the annals of American folklore, to be told and retold a
thousand times, around camp fires, in bar rooms and school rooms alike. Many different versions
exist,  most  of  them exaggerating  the  events  to  the  point  of  being  fantastic  –  it  was  the  famous
“Sandbar  Duel”.  These  twelve  men  travelled  by  horse  and  carriage  from  Alexandria  in  central
Louisiana  all  the  way to  Natchez,  on the  Mississippi  River,  across  the  state  line  “to  settle  their
differences”. The reasons and details of the duel go beyond the scope of this paper, suffice it to say, in
the words of one of the survivors:”…So there were two killed, and two wounded out of twelve, six on
each side, and not, as has been erroneously stated by some writers, six killed and fifteen wounded…”
The most fantastic version of this duel had James Bowie kill six men, one armed with a rifle, all with
his famous Bowie Knife…
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James Bowie (1796 – 1836)



Sheffield made “Coffin” handle Bowie        Geo. Wostenholm I*XL Bowie

Dueling  was  already  illegal  in  those  days,  and  in  every  account  given  about  it  by  the
participants, the story teller insists that it was not a duel but an unfortunate brawl which resulted in the
deaths and injuries described. Bowie ended up being one of the wounded and although he attacked one
participant with his famous knife, he was struck down and shot in the leg before he could make any
effective use of the knife.

Public opinion and gossip would have it otherwise: James Bowie, who was already a sort of 
folk hero was elevated instantly to “a legend in his own time”. Cutlers up and down the east side of the 
Mississippi, from New Orleans all the way to Philadelphia began turning out Bowie knives, each, of 
course, “a true replica of the famous fighting knife”, and undoubtedly designed personally by James 
himself…

Bowie  lived  his  life  as  was  expected  of  a  living  legend  –  he  volunteered  in  the  Mexican
American war and fought his way across Texas, all the way to the Alamo, where he was killed in battle.
It is said that he was found dead, surrounded by dead Mexicans whom he had killed with his famous
knife…

So, where did the Bowie knife come from?

Looking  at  the  earliest  examples  of  Bowies  which  have
survived  to  the  present,  one  can  easily  see  the  similarities
between the classic Bowie and the traditional Mediterranean
“Dirk”, or “Spanish Dagger”. This long-bladed, strong knife
has  been  around  since  the  14th century  and  is  well
documented  throughout  the  Mediterranean  and  the  French
and Spanish colonies of the New World. It was a favourite
with Spanish sailors, soldiers and explorers. It was versatile

and strong, both as a hunting, kitchen and fighting knife. In fact, early Bowies incorporated what is
called a “Spanish Notch”, an elaborate choil at the ricasso, the purpose of which is still the subject of
debate.  Some argue it  has religious  and cultural  significance and others  (myself  included)  tend to
believe it is designed to prevent blood from running down the blade and onto the hand of the holder. .
(This argument is supported by the same design in the traditional Indian kukri, a fighting knife which is
frequently wielded overhead, and such a movement would cause any blood on the blade to run down
toward the hand). As stated above, early designs did not incorporate a false edge, nor was the point of
the knife clipped. It was not until later, as cutlers, blacksmiths and gunsmiths all over the Eastern US
began turning out these knives that the variances began to appear. 

Another Sheffield Bowie



 Makers of varying degrees of skill and “enthusiasm” made Bowie knives from the crude and 
practical to the fancy and artistic. The knife’s reputation and popularity soared with the outbreak of the
American civil war, and the use of Bowie knives on both sides is well documented. Although there are 
many very excellent examples of American made Bowie knives from the 19th century, it is ironic that 
the majority of the famous designs originated in England, primarily Sheffield. The well established 
tradition and infrastructure around Sheffield cutlery makers allowed them to flood the American 
market in short order, and therewith suppress and hinder any large-scale expansion of a domestic 
cutlery industry. Today, the majority of antique Bowies on the market are those made in England, with 
American made, antique Bowie knives fetching prices bordering on astronomical.

Luckily, many an artisan knife maker since the days of James Bowie himself, has taken a liking to his 
design, and the style and mythos is alive and well to this day. The Bowie is one of my favorite designs 
and I enjoy making them, and I hope to make some in the early, traditional style, based on old pictures 
and descriptions, now that I know so much more about their history…

One of my own: a 13 inch Bowie with Ebony and bone grip

******************************************************************************************
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Erik and Tor Nenzen from the Vernon area
came up to spend a couple of hours in

Roger's shop in September.  This son/father
team work together making knives.  They
have a very interesting story to share and

have promised to write an article for a
future newsletter.  

It was very refreshing to see the enthusiasm
for our craft from both of these members,

but especially from Erik, the younger
member.  



On October 8,  a group of guys came to my 
shop to see how I make my fossil damascus. I 
began by showing them how to make the can 
to start with, followed with the heating of the 
can in the forge, followed by the welding of the
billet in the press.

Stories were told and thankfully the weld worked.

 From the left Rrandy Kary, Dave McCourt,  WCKA member Jim Sandin, Dale Marshall and WCKA member 
Gary Fedick.. Will try and get some pictures of a finished knife in the near furture. Can't wait to see what is in 
that bar of damascus.

*********************************************************************************
Tip from Saskatchewan Knifemakers Guild members

When dyeing leather sheaths, mix 4 parts methol hydrate to 1 part dye.  Apply liberally to the sheath.
If the colour is not dark enough (remember, it dries lighter than it looks when wet), let sit for a few
minutes, then apply a second coat.  Repeat until the desired colour is achieved.  There is no need to
wait for the sheath to dry.  In fact, the damp sheath feathers the sharp dye-line normally left on dry
leather and produces a much more even colour.  And, equally important, this method significantly

extends the amount of dye used. (source:  Ray Fehler 2002)

(Editors note:  When I spoke to Ray about including this tidbit  in our newsletter, he told me that in the intervening 14
years since he wrote that hint, he has streamlined his sheath making significantly, so in a future newsletter, he has

promised to share more.) 

Group Meets at

Larry Strandquist's

to play with steel!
Submitted by Larry Strandquist



Wetaskiwin Metal Art Show and Sale submitted by Jim Takenaka

I finally had some time to pull together some stats from the Metal Art Show and Sale. From 
fairly humble beginnings, we’ve developed a pretty healthy event. Both exhibitors and visitors
seem to have discovered the merits of the Metal Art Show and Sale set against a backdrop of
vintage cars, aircraft and farm machinery.

During the first year of the Metal Art Show and Sale in 2012 we had 612 visitors and 19 
exhibitors, 9 of whom were knifemakers. Contrast that with this past year, 5 years later, when 
we had over 1,500 visitors, 47 exhibitors with 18 of them being knifemakers. (I’m including 
Jim Clow and Susan Neal in the knifemaker lineup even though they didn’t bring their knives 
to display.)

One other stat for you – There are 6 knifemakers who have participated in every one of the 5 
Metal Art Show and Sale weekends. They are:  Clare Broeksma, Irv Brunas, Roger Hatt, 
Gerry Kievit, Ed Storch and Larry Strandquist.

Below is the year by year breakdown of numbers for the Metal Art Show and Sale weekends.

Metal Art Show and Sale 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Visitor Attendance 616 917 966 1,234 1,536

Number of Exhibitors 19 31 41 44 47

Number of Knifemakers 9 11 16 19 18

 

Knife Makers at the 2016 Metal Art Show and Sale:

1.      Clare Broeksma     Alberta 2.      Irv Brunas             Saskatchewan
3.      Bob Campenot       Alberta 4.      Jim Clow               Alberta
5.      Darby Grady          Alberta 6.      Wayne Hamilton    Saskatchewan
7.      Roger Hatt            BC 8.      Jay Kemble           Alberta
9.      Gerry Kievit           Alberta 10.    Jason Leclair         Alberta
11.    Vern Lynes            Alberta 12.    Allen Neal              Alberta
13.    Susan Neal            Alberta 14.    Morris Nesdole      Alberta
15.    Matthew Rehman   Alberta 16.    Ed Storch              Alberta
17.    Larry Strandquist   Alberta 18.    Jay West               Alberta

 Also, this past September visitors coming to the Metal Art Show and Sale spent longer 
looking at the exhibitors’ work and spent $20,000 more dollars than they did the previous year
in 2015. So, the word is out – there are great things to see and buy at the Metal Art Show and
Sale. Even with a sagging economy, people are still willing to purchase something nice as 
long as they know they’re getting quality.

 Pretty interesting on the whole, I thought….
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   KNIVES 2018 Publication

At the Wetaskiwin mini meeting we had, Vern Lynes offered to find out how the WCKA could be 
listed in the organization section of this popular Knife Directory.  We now have our group registered 
there for 2018.  In addition, Vern asked how individual knife makers could be included and I have 
printed the information received via email:
  
As far as makers getting into the annual, have them look at the Custom Knifemaker Directory section of the 
KNIVES book, choose one of the makers that has a more complete Directory listing, and use that as a guide on
how to create their own listing, and then have them email it to me, and I’ll add their names. That way they’ll 
get a letter each year explaining how to submit images for possible publication, to where and by when, as 
well as in what format.
Thank you.

Sincerely,

 Joe Kertzman  kertzman@wi-net.com

Here is an actual photocopy of a custom knifemakers page directory to give you an idea of the information 
required.
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The deadline for the 2018 
book I think is now over, 
but you could submit your 
information now for the 
next available issue and that
way you are on the list in 
plenty of time.  There are 
several WCKA members 
that are already listed, 
including Ed Storch (on this
page to the left), Garth 
Hindmarch, Dana Hackney,
Emil Bucharsky, Edmund 
Davidson, Greg Lightfoot, 
Harald Moeller, Frank Niro,
Rod Olson, Rob Ridley and
Chuck Stancer and 
probably more that I am not
aware of!

Thanks, Vern and Susan, 
for getting this information 
to us. 

mailto:kertzman@wi-net.com


News From the North  submitted by George Roberts

(Editor's note:  Last year, Roger and I traveled up to Whitehorse, Yukon, with fellow WCKA members Ron and Linda 
Nelson.  We were fortunate to spend some time with George and his family.  We were treated to his famous bannock twice 
during our visit.  When I asked him for the recipe, he replied that you had to be part of his family to get it!  Imagine my 
surprise this fall, when I received this email from George.  The WCKA is part of his family!!  I immediately tried a batch 
and it turned out great!  I hope you enjoy making this as well)

I have something I would like to share with all of our readers out there.  It's my bannock recipe.

BANDIT BANNOCK CREE -  METI STYLE

(PS the spelling CREE TOO!)

4 cups all purpose flour

 1 cup sugar

 1 table spoon baking powder

 1 teaspoon salt 

 Mix all these dry ingredients together.

 ok.... mix 1cup water and 1 egg together 

 ok.... mix both up to a thick batter.  Adjust with flour or water to get the thickness desired. A little trial
and error will get it right 

ok... fry it in 1/2 inch of lard (best) or good cooking oil over medium heat. As it turns brown, flip it 
over and finish cooking it

oh ya... a big golf ball size is about what you cook. Adjust that to your liking.

Add fat for each new batch to keep level up to 1/2 inch. 

ok... if you don't like this, don't tell me, but if you do, please tell... but most important... enjoy! 
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Left, Roger enjoys some fresh bannock from George in 
Whitehorse, and right, a batch made recently by the editor



Folding Knife Cases 
submitted by Bob Campenot  780 962-1916  bcampenot@gmail.com

I was inspired to wish for a better belt case for folding knives by Les Hiddins who served as a
forward scout in the Australian Infantry in Vietnam, then researched survival techniques in 
Northern Australia, and became the principal author of the Australian Army’s survival 
manual.  

He displayed his mastery of bush craft in the 1987-1990 Australian TV series, Bush Tucker 
Man in which he carried a large three-bladed stock knife in a horizontal case at the front of 
his belt. The case looked like a smaller version of an eyeglass case with a flap over the top of 
an opening the full length of the knife. He didn’t even know the knife was there until he 
needed it since it laid horizontally along his belt line out of the way of his body movements 
and chairs.  

Years later when I became serious about collecting folding knives and plier tools, I set out to 
design horizontal cases for them. I make my cases out of black nylon webbing, they open at 
the end rather than along the length of the knife, and the knife is held in place by a back flap 
that folds over the end of the knife and attaches to a front flap with Velcro and a plastic side-
release buckle. The case is attached to the belt through two loops of wide webbing with a 
space in between to capture a belt loop in the pants, so the case stays in place and cannot be 
lost by falling off an unbuckled belt. To access the knife, the buckle is released and the back 
flap is pulled off the hook Velcro on the front flap exposing enough of the end of the knife to 
be easily grasped.  Closing the case with just the Velcro attachment is enough to keep the 
back flap out of the way while the knife is out being used. The cases are constructed with two
layers of webbing front and back, so the ends of the webbing that form the belt loops is 
sandwiched between and the stitches that secure the Velcro and the buckle do not pass 
through the inside layer where they could interfere with the knife. I have lost many factory-
made knives, and the best thing about my cases is that I can carry my precious hand-made 
folders without fear of losing them.  

There was a lot of interest in these
cases at the Reynolds Museum Metal
Art Show and Sale, and I am working
on ways to make them widely
available. I currently have four sizes,
two lengths for narrow knives such as
stock knives and Swiss Army knives,
and two lengths for larger knives like
many of the hand-made folders and
commercial lock-blade knives and
plier tools.  The cases fit best over
belts up to 1-1/4in wide, and I am
working on a design for 2in belts.   
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Lessons Learned from a workshop with the Awesome
Roger Hatt  submitted by Ardvan Austin

I was sort of? lost ( should have paid attention ... GPS died ) and the kind folks in Enderby B.C. gave me 
directions on how to find the "bridge".... and a couple of individuals who knew the Hatts personally were a great
assist.

After that the rest was a snap. Great directions Roger.... Lesson One.

The Hatts went out of their way to extend small town hospitality that was anything but small. ( I felt like 
extended family. Awesome. )

I chose to make a liner lock folder in the Persian style, with a swept back blade and a false edge on top.  The 
flow of the blade into the handle was what attracted me to the pattern and the fact that I have a Persian ancestry 
may have influenced me a little.

Based on the Damascus, the billets we chose to make our respective knives were in a ladder pattern.
The adage that when you are unsure of some thing ....ASK! slipped my mind and when cutting out the bolsters I
learned that if you go ahead and cut a bolster and the ladder pattern is not in the same direction ( well for all the 
'perfectionists' out there you know what I mean ... irritation that irks you through the rest of the process 
follows.) ... Lesson Two.

Now as an Aside... I firmly believe this ... with no malice to Amazing knife makers all over the world ...        
What one man can do, so can another ... IF, you spend the TIME, COMMITTMENT, and EFFORT required in 
that pursuit.  Not arrogance, Fact... check the history of the four minute mile, and once it was achieved how 
many others achieved the same in the following months ... What Happened? Did gravity change? NO,... what 
happened was that the perception of the impossible changed.  Too often that seems to be the bain of our 
efforts ... we believe less of ourselves. Strive high.  The SAS motto ... "Who Dares Wins" ... proves my point.

When grinding the blade ( this sounds dumb ...) if you 
need glasses, wear them ... Heehee.   Thank whomever 
or whatever influenced me to pickup a pair of reading 
glasses ... $17.00 without them ....??  Even with them 
on, due to the focal length, I paid another price. ( When 
the instruction is ... grind to the line .... Well, ..  to the 
line etched ... not the opposite one... HeeHee )   Lesson 
Three

By the way,.... making a mistake is one thing, not 
acknowledging it is dumb and not filing it away as a 
lesson learned, well .... you just keep sticking your 
thumb under a hammer and tell me how that works out. 
So with a Hi Ho and a kick in the proverbial pants I 
surged on.

Another Note.... I'm sure there were moments when Roger had his patience tried and tested and worn thin but 
his manner and professionalism, shone thru to the conclusion.
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While blade was in the Heat treating oven, File working ( you really need glasses to do this ... )
The titanium liners was next.   (I chickened out and taped my nails to preserve them on the left hand ... to the 
amusement and ribbing from Roger.)   Very grounding to be called a Voos. Definitely funny when I filed away 
parts of my nails anyway ... HaHa.
  
If you want to learn patience, filing titanium is a Zenful way to do it.  Lesson Four .... if you have a Swiveling 
Vice when file working, you take ages off the process.

Once Heat treating and tempering done, etching the 
Damascus....

Now the next thing to keep in mind ... where the detent 
bearing moves across the blade, you need resist so the 
steel is smooth after etching, OR you Etch a Rumble 
Strip while opening the folder .... 
Lesson Five. Got ahead of myself and etched blade 
without a circular amount of resist, and TaaDaa.... 
rumble strip...

Short version ... 
Pay attention to details in an organized manner or you 
pay the price. I'm sure Roger got another grey hair ... and
I caused it. Probably more than once ...HeeHee

Now the scales. I opted for Fossil Mammoth Ivory.  Roger went with Mother of pearl on his knife.  Both 
beautiful products and both needing proper dust removal and masks ....  THIS IS NOT A JOKE. SAFETY 
FIRST.

After the trials and tribulations of getting "honeymoon fits", (that term attributed to 
the late Great Brian Lyttle)   
    
Final Assembly.   And when you choose to buff the scales to clean them up, do not 
buff the ends.... that smidgen that gets buffed off, kills the final fitting by leaving a 
hairline gap. Lesson Six.

So after everything was said and done, The knife I made, from a knife makers point 
of view, was flawed...  However, from a Lessons Learned Perspective PRICELESS.   
Could I have done things better in the 3 day workshop? .... YES.       Did I wish it? 
NO

This is not the first workshop I have taken....  It is the First one where I was Proud of 
the Results,  and happy to learn from an Absolutely Humble and Amazing Mentor.

One never learns to adapt to adversity when everything goes right the first time. To 
any one out there trying new things, this is not an article to get discouraged from, but a doorway into a whole 
realm of possibilities.   If I could do this .... What might you accomplish with the right mind set?  I would gladly 
suggest that if I repeated these errors on my part in the future,   then a swift kick in my pants was required.

I wish one and all,  the Very Best and know that the world is a critic and they do not need your help.  However 
moving forward is the name of the game, or Stagnation follows.

Onward  Ardvan Austin    403-870-3288                                                           Page 12        



Knifemakers are MORE than knifemakers.....

The answer to the last newsletter question is Susan Lynes

This months question is:  Which WCKA is an award winning athlete?

Have fun guessing and look in the February newsletter for the answer!

********************************************************************************

WCKA DVD LENDING LIBRARY  submitted by Jim and Bev Clow

 A reminder that we have 14 DVDs that are available to WCKA members in good standing. They are 
sent to members who wish to view them and hopefully find information that they can use when 
making a knife. We ask that after a month that the DVDs be returned to the Clows.  

Call Jim or Bev at  403 362-1015 or email j.clow@live.ca to check on the availability of 
a particular title. The lending will be on a first come basis and there is a limit of 2 DVDs
at any one time. Titles were listed on the WCKA website.

Some final words from the Editor:

As I do the final proofreading of this newsletter, it is -8C outside, but still green.  No snow yet in our 
neighbourhood, unlike some members living up north and at the coast.  The weather continues to be so 
unpredictable! Our WCKA membership, however, can be depended upon to be enthusiastic and supportive 
every season of the year.  This month, I received many articles for the newsletter, and other members have 
promised things for the near future. Thanks so much!

This tends to be a quieter time for Roger and I but many members travel to shows to sell for the Christmas 
crowd.  I appreciated the words of Gerry in his President's Report this time, about taking every opportunity 
to share our craft with the general public and educate them on custom knife making.

We had a lovely visit from Bob and Maggie Turner this
fall as they were passing through on their way home
from a trip.  We enjoy these impromptu visits and
hope to see more in 2017.  They told us how much
they enjoyed the Blade Show in Atlanta last year.  We
are almost convinced to attend.  We have decided to
attend the various knife shows in Las Vegas in January
2017.  Members Allen and Susan Neal are going to join
us, so I will share our impressions in the next
newsletter.

A reminder that the membership for our club expires
as of Dec. 31st so I encourage those who have not
renewed to use the attached form and get their
membership in.

So as 2016 ends, we extend our most sincere best wishes for a wonderful holiday season and wish you all the 
very best in 2017.  Stay healthy, be happy, and continue to grind those blades!

Some words of wisdom shared at the Chautauqua that we could all remember in our daily lives:

“Good thoughts, good words, good deeds”  (thanks, Ardvan)
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WCKA Membership Application For 2017

New member  ____________ Year 2017
Renewal member  _________

Membership Fee Structure – January 1 to December 31

Knifemaker/Associate Single..................$20.00
Knifemaker/Associate & Family.........$25.00

*Family members must all reside at the same residence to qualify for Family Membership.
Associate members include:  Collectors, Dealers, Mfr./Distributors

(WCKA Membership includes Newsletters)

Name(s): __________________________________________________

                             __________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________
                                             (Please include all names for family membership)

Address: __________________________________________________

City: ________________________________ Prov./State _______

Postal Code/Zip Code: _____________________________

Phone: __________________________________  Fax: _________________

E-mail address: _________________________________________________

Payment enclosed:  $ _____________     Date: _______________________

Membership list, complete with member information, will be sent to all members.  Do you
want your name to appear on this list?

Yes ________

No _________

Return to:  WCKA, 2862 Mabel Lake Road, Enderby, B.C. V0E 1V5


	ok... if you don't like this, don't tell me, but if you do, please tell... but most important... enjoy!

